
 

 
 

 

 

Unsung Heroes Of the Airwaves 
By Cecil Clark, The Daily Colonist, Sunday, October 6, 1963 

 

The ‘Windblown Fraternity’ 
 

It was toward dusk, one evening not so long ago, that I sat beside city realtor Jack Betts 

in the front seat of his parked car.  The vantage point was on Dallas Road overlooking the 

Straits. 

 “Well, let’s see what’s doing,” he remarked as he leaned over to snap on a shortwave 

receiver.  Jack’s one of those hobbyists known as a radio “ham”, with not only a transmitter in 

his home but one in his car. 

 As he slowly swept the dial, from the speaker poured a gabble of voices giving radioese 

details of their location and equipment.  Some of the call signs, in accented speech, came over 

oceans and continents. 

 A “CQ” that ended a call sign from Italy, caused Jack to lift the hand mike, push a switch 

and answer.  Some character mixing his decibels and dipoles with doce vita (it was 4 a.m. his 

time) spoke with us from Rome.  Later, as we drove leisurely round the sea front we hooked up 

with another enthusiast in San Diego, and still another in Mexico City.  

 All done as casually as a phone call, probably on one of those fantastically high 

frequencies that lets your car battery throw your voice around the globe. 

 It was later the thought struck me: Does the amateur of today get the same kick out of his 

hobby that his predecessors did?  Those “first time” characters, the lads who 40 years ago talked 

of “low loss” basket weave coils and peanut tubes; a few were putting speech on the air for the 

first time.  Was it a bigger kick just to talk to someone in Vancouver? 

 Then I thought of some real “first timers” still living in Victoria who saw radio at its very 

beginning.  No thought of speech for them; they were lucky if they got dots and dashes outside 

the city limits—even if they had to use a carrier pigeon! 

 One of them is Syd Elliott, whom you’ll find any day at 3343 Wordsworth, just off 

Shelbourne.  He Hails from near Blackpool, and was in charge of the Gordon Head wireless 



station when he retired from the Radiotelegraph Branch of the DOT in 1956, after 42 years 

service.  Syd, now 70, operated up and down the coast, Pachena, Estevan, Digby Island, Dead 

Tree Point and Alert Bay…he says the last named was positively metropolitan.  It had indoor 

plumbing, and two stores in the village. 

 

Mail Jaunt 
 

At Pachena he used to walk to Bamfield for his mail, 12 miles each way, in a day, and 

chuckles when he describes how, at the outbreak of the First World War, came a hurried message 

to Digby to dismantle the station.  Someone figured a prowling German cruiser might repeat the 

Emden’s Fanning Island exploit.  

“We got word a few days later to put it back on the air,” he recalled, “and then we wished 

we hadn’t been so blamed efficient!” 

He was 17 when he built his first “fixed spark” ham (for amateur) station in his parents’ 

home on Blackwood Street hill.  Receiver was a crystal detector. 

“What did you do for an aerial?” I asked, thinking of the rough theories of those days; 

and the rough theory was that a station should be posed on top of 200 foot cliffs with 200 foot 

masts about 200 feet apart.  In which event if you had a kilowatt handy, you were supposed to 

kick out 200 miles.  You usually didn’t.  VAK, up on Gonzales hill, couldn’t even hear 

Pachena whose messages had to be relayed by way of Tatoosh and Bremerton.  In fact they 

couldn’t even work the Princess Victoria all the way to Vancouver! 

 Syd said his aerial problem was overcome by stringing 200 feet of wire from the house to 

a tree. 

 I was interested in his call sign. 

 “Didn’t have any,” he told me.  “There were no call signs for amateurs then—at least not 

before 1912.  We just made ‘em up.” 

 

Shut Up! 
 

 “And who did you talk to?” 

 “Oh, the Restorer, the cable ship out at the Outer Wharf, and the Rainbow at the jetty at 

Esquimalt.  We worked on 600 Metres, and sometimes we fouled up Gonzales; he was supposed 

to sent ‘STP’ to make us quit, but never seemed to remember it.  He just said ‘shut up’.” 

 “You say we.  Any other hams on the air then?” 

 “Four or five; Athol Pearce was one, and Bruce Restall and Herbie Jeune, Herbie’s still 

around, lives up on Cedar Hill Road.” 

 Happy carefree days!  Making up their own calls, blasting away on 600 metres, and 

talking to warships…. 

 That’s what I call the real beginnings! 

 Syd recounted recently how he was operating at Triangle Island, the night the Galiano 

went down.  She was the little government vessel with a crew of 26 that left the island in late 

October 1918, to cross the Queen Charlotte Sound.  Around 3:30 the next morning at the height 

of a gale, Triangle got her brief message, “We are foundering.”  After that, silence.  She was 

never seen again. 

 I’d heard the story of how, by coincidence, operator Mike Neary’s message from the 

doomed ship was picked up by his brother Jack at Triangle. 



 “It wasn’t so,” Syd told me.  “Jack Neary was asleep, and Arthur Ashdown Green copied 

the message.  I remember someone said, ‘Shall I wake up Jack?’ and someone else said, ‘No, let 

him sleep’”. 

 

Timely Message 
 

 However, there’s a slant on the workings of fate in the Galiano tragedy.  Syd Elliott had 

to been ordered to transfer to Ikeda Point on the Charlottes, and slated to leave in the Galiano.  

He was actually on the beach, waiting for the surfboat to pick him up when someone came down 

the mountain trail with word that the transfer was cancelled.  The message saved his life. 

 Looking around for other radio pioneers we come to Jim Harker, who lives today with his 

wife, Nan, at the Parkcrest opposite Beacon Hill Park.  Jim retired as radio inspector at 

Vancouver in 1947, after 38 years with the coast radio service.  Like Syd Elliott he also moved 

from station to station and is another of the “Windblown Brotherhood”, that exclusive fraternity 

who once served on Triangle Island—though he claims Ikeda Point was the worst station. 

 “We got our supplies there three or fours times a year,” he told me, “and I had to pack the 

stuff on my back four miles to the station.” 

 “There was one spot on the trail,” he recalled, “where you had to negotiate a wooden 

ladder hanging to the side of a bluff, over water.  I remember one Christmas I made the trip with 

a gramophone on my back!” 

 

Pay Was Small 
 

 In those days operators worked a 56-hour week (for $2.25 a day) and once when Jim was 

at Digby there was trouble replacing a third man, so he and Harold Tee maintained continuous 

watch, 12 hours on and 12 hours off, seven days a week…for three months!  He calculated his 

pay at 28 cents an hour. 

 Another who remembers the early stages of radio is St. Elmo “Jim” Meiss, who with his 

wife, Jessie, lives at 2958 Orillia.  Jim, born in Victoria 70 years ago, exchanged Morse for 

Continental code when he left the CPR Telegraph (at the corner of Trounce Alley and 

Government) to join the early day radiotelegraph branch.  He wound up his 45 years with the 

coast wireless in 1958, retiring as senior radio inspector for Vancouver Island.  Another of the 

“windblown”, he did two shifts (totaling 19 ½ months) at Triangle Island. 

 Next on our list is W.J. “Jack” Bowerman, who lives with his wife, Marjorie, out at 

Ardmore, a stone’s throw from the golf course.  After 40 years service, Jack retired as 

superintendent of the coast system 12 years ago, and his experience goes back to United 

Wireless, a U.S. owned company responsible for B.C.’s first wireless station built on Stuart’s 

Hill just back of Ross Bay cemetery in 1906.  One of the men, by the way, who helped in that 

installation is Walter, living today at 1616 Belmont Avenue. 

 Operator Bowerman, jobless on account of United Wireless’ demise, was soon on an 

American halibut schooner ranging the Alaskan coast, and after that on the old “Tees”, and four 

months later at Gonzales.  Like the others he made the circuit:  Pachena, Estevan, Triangle 

Island (he’s in the fraternity), then Alert Bay, Digby Island and Cape Lazo.  Came a change of 

pace when one day he found himself at the government workshop at Ottawa, in preparation for 

installing a station on Bird Rocks at the mouth of the St. Lawrence, needed to spot First World 

War German subs.  After that he was brass pounding on a troopship crossing the Atlantic (all 



operators were in the Naval Service then), and returned to Canada to help install a station at 

Barrington Passage, somewhere near Nova Scotia’s Cape Sable. 

 Come next three months at an air force base at Morley, Alberta.  Then he moved back to 

the coast, first to Point Grey, then Estevan.  By 1925 it was considered he’d earned the comfort 

of city life, and he became radio inspector at Vancouver. 

 He recalled to me the other day how early day Point Grey boasted only a wireless station, 

and so thick was the timber that a 200 foot Douglas fir was stripped of branches to form one of 

the masts.  There was a just a trail to the station, so building material was taken by scow to the 

foot of a bluff and hoisted by derrick. 

 One married operator occupied the first small building, the living quarters sandwiched 

between the radio office and the engine house.  If a ship called, the operator ran through the 

kitchen and living room to crank the three horsepower Fairbanks, then returned to his key. 

 

Sleep Shifts 
 

 When it came time for a second operator, he turned out to be Tommy Raine with a wife 

and small child, who discovered that he was not only six miles from a street car, but in addition 

there wasn’t room for two families.  He put up a tent nearby, living in it summer and 

winter—and there was snow in the winter.  To complicate matters the Raines had only a single 

bed.  So husband and wife took shifts—when Tommy worked his wife slept, and vice versa. 

 Occasional problem was when the chief operator’s wife had her Saturday night bath—in 

a tin tub in the kitchen.  She gave a warning—so Raine could detour to the engine house. 

 A quaint bit of mechanical lore I learned from these veteran operators was about the 

foghorn gear at the lighthouses.  Where the lighthouse and radio station were at the same site, an 

operator often lent a hand starting the compressor engine for the air-operated foghorn.  It was 

usually a 15 horsepower horizontal Fairbanks Morse with a huge flywheel.  It was too heavy to 

crank, so a metal tube was unscrewed from the cylinder head and a kitchen match inserted in it, 

the head showing.  The plug was then screwed in and after much struggling and straining the 

flywheel was brought up on compression.  If you could hold it there, your reached out a free 

hand and banged the plug so a striker would ignite the match head.  After two or three 

tries—and a sore hand—you made it. 

 In my visits, each of these old timers would toss in some comment about some of their 

associates; characters like Bob Ainslie, whose Royal Navy radio experience went back to the 

Coronation naval review at Spithead in 1902, when he received his first message on a coherer 

over half a mile.  Then there was Fred Cornish, one time assistant to famed Lee de Forest, and 

who kept up a correspondence with the scientist for years, de Forest put the third element in 

Fleming’s valve, which made broadcasting possible. 

 Another all spoke of with admirations was Jimmy Arnold, who served his time on square 

riggers, and once at Triangle Island climbed the 200 foot mast in a gale of wind to free a jammed 

halyard.  Which meant that he was 900 feet above the beach as the wind buffeted him. 

 When war broke out in August ’14, Jim was at Ikeda Point.  Crossing Queen Charlotte 

Sound in a small boat, he caught a steamer at Alert Bay, and soon was in England to join the 

Royal Naval Air Service. 

 The next summer when a British cruiser bottled the German warship Konigsberg in the 

Rufigi River on the east coast of Africa, it was Arnold who flew a plane high over the mangrove 

swamps to direct the British gunfire.  No radio then, so he had to use smoke signals.  After the 



seventh sighting shot had crept close to the Konigsberg, the plane was hit by German fire.  Even 

as he came down Arnold managed to get the British guns on target, and the result was nine 

consecutive hits.  He landed safely and got the DSO, but was killed in 1918. 

 As I’ve referred occasionally to Triangle Island, perhaps we should give it a closer look.  

Some have regarded it as a sort of departmental limbo, or Devil’s Island, but it wasn’t intended 

as such.  Still, life on the island could separate the men from the boys. 

 It’s the largest—and last—of the chain of Scott Islands that probe out into Queen 

Charlotte Sound 26 miles off the northern tip of Vancouver Island.  It’s a treeless, 700-foot high 

hump, about three or four miles around the shoreline, and three-quarters of a mile across the top. 

 The lighthouse built on it in 1910 (to 1919) proved an early day miscalculation, being so 

high above the ocean that more often than not it was obscured by low cloud or fog.  The 

wireless station, however, continued in service until June 1921. 

 

Unsolved Mystery 
 

 A couple of Triangle Island stories with an eerie note are worth retelling.  Back in 1909, 

before there was a lighthouse or wireless station, Skipper Freeman of the Seattle halibut boat 

Flamingo landed there, and in a shoreline cave found the remains of a man wearing a life jacked 

and a pair of sea boots.  Who he was, or where he came from has remained a mystery. 

 Then Jim Meiss tells how back in 1914, when a phone had been rigged from the beach to 

the hilltop, suddenly one night it rang in the lightkeeper’s quarters.  With the few government 

men all asleep, except for the radioman on watch, this seemed ridiculous.  The lightkeeper 

answered the phone, but heard nothing.  A minute after he hung up, it rang again.  Again no 

sound at the other end.  His curiosity aroused, he woke up operator Doug Ward, himself a bit of 

an odd ball.  Ward had been in Tibet and northern India, spoke Tamil, Urdu, and Hindustani, but 

precious little else about his past. 

 Doug went down to the beach, and there found an exhausted fisherman; so exhausted he 

couldn’t speak on the phone, barely able to crank the handle.  Turned out he was the sole 

survivor of the wrecked fish boat Madeline Dyke. 

 Wind, fog and rain account for a curious botanical contradiction on Triangle.  Centuries 

of bird droppings have given the soil an excess of nitrogen (the acid can burn your hands if 

handled too often) but the vegetation never gets higher than two or three feet because the wind 

cuts it down. 

 It was just a month after Jack Bowerman arrived there, in October 1912, that the roof of 

the wireless quarters blew away, along with the shed adjoining the lighthouse and all the smoke 

stacks.  Apparently it’s the ravines up the mountain side that give the wind its jet propulsion 

force, and on one occasion after the buildings had been shifted off their foundations, cement 

buttresses were built up the sides, and holding down cables cinched over the roofs.  In the gale 

season ropes were strung between the buildings, so anyone caught outside could hand-over hand 

to safety.  As to the highest winds the record says 120, but fails to note that at the point the 

recording instrument blew away! 

 Once even the arrow on the lighthouse weathervane went piece by piece.  If you’re 

interested, you can still see that lighthouse tower if you’re heading for the Princess Mary 

restaurant.  Just under the Johnson Street Bridge you’ll see it to your right in the government’s 

marine yard. 

 Except for colonies of nesting seabirds, and the sea lions, Triangle remains today 



uninhabited.  Dr. Clifford Carl, with a provincial museum expedition, gave it the scientific once 

over in 1949, when Charlie Gulget estimated the sea lion population in excess of 2,000. 

 Up on the high ridge one can still see the stump of the old lighthouse, and near it, hugged 

in the grip of stunted crab apple and salal, some worm-eaten boards that are the last vestiges of 

the old wireless station. 

 Time too, has taken its toll of the “wind blown brotherhood,” but those who remain have 

memories of the very beginnings of radio on this coast.  They may not have talked to Rome 

from the front seat of an automobile, but theirs was a front seat at Triangle Island. 


